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This application form is to be used for nominations by Tufts faculty, staff, or students or for self-nominations by scholars who fit 
the eligibility criteria.  Selections are made by the Provost, in consultation with school deans and on the recommendation of a 
Scholars at Risk committee comprised of Tufts faculty and staff.  Applications are confidential; information is viewed only by the 
Office of the Provost, the Scholars at Risk Committee, and the department or faculty member with whom the scholar may be 
placed. 

I: GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT SCHOLAR 

Candidate/Applicant’s Name Is the application for a residential or non-residential 
fellowship? 

Gender Date of birth (day/month/year) Current/last employer 

Candidate/Applicant’s Nationality Current location or country of 
residence (if different) 

Additional countries/territories where 
candidate/applicant may have citizenship 
or other legal status 

Email Phone Skype ID 

Passport country and number Is the candidate/applicant currently 
facing any travel restrictions? 

How soon is candidate/applicant seeking 
to begin a position, and for how long? 

Dependents: Please specify number, 
and which, if any, would accompany 
the candidate/applicant 

Safety: Is it safe to contact the 
candidate/applicant directly?  If so, 
what is the best means of 
communication? 

Language proficiency: Please indicate 
languages and level of proficiency (basic, 
intermediate, advanced) in speaking and 
in reading/writing for each language. 

II. INFORMATION ABOUT NOMINATOR (IF APPLICABLE)

Nominator’s name Title School/Department 

Address Phone Email 

Do you know the candidate?  If so, 
how? 

Would your department be able/interested in hosting the scholar? If not, what 
department/school would be the best host for the scholar? 

Please describe your reason for nominating the scholar, the candidate’s background (including recent scholarly and work), 
the threats the candidate is experiencing, the prospective benefits of a position at Tufts for the candidate and for Tufts and 
what work the scholar candidate would/could do at Tufts.  Please also indicate what role you could play (if any) in 
welcoming and supporting the scholar or enabling them to adjust and integrate to the community. 
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III. ADDITIONAL MATERIALS REQUIRED FROM ALL CANDIDATES/APPLICANTS In 
addition to this nomination form, please submit the following items to the attention of the Scholars 
at Risk committee at scholarsatrisk@tufts.edu.

1. CV.  If the CV includes references, please note that the references may be contacted.
2. Statement of Purpose (no more than 1000 words).  The Statement of Purpose should describe the scholars’ reasons

or motivations for pursuing a scholar at risk position at Tufts.  How does the scholar propose to spend their time at
Tufts, if selected? The statement should also describe past work, including research/teaching/artistic/policy or
practice accomplishments, current projects and professional objectives and list publications and affiliations with
scholarly institutions (if not in CV) as well as any other significant work Tufts should be aware of.

3. Statement of Risk (no more than 1000 words). This statement should describe the risk that the candidate/applicant
is experiencing, with particular attention to any interference with or threats because of their work or views, and/or
because of their current professional and/or personal situation.

4. Letters of support: Any letters or statements of support that might contribute to the application are encouraged.
Letters can focus on risk and/or scholarship or work. Recommenders should be prepared to be contacted (if
feasible) and should provide preferred contact information.
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